Introduction {#sec1}
============

Stroke is the third leading cause of death worldwide and the leading cause of disability among adults. In total, 80% of strokes are ischemic, resulting from occlusion of a cerebral artery that deprives the tissue perfused by that artery of metabolic substrates and oxygen it requires to sustain function ([@B1]). The only Food and Drug Administration-approved therapy for ischemic stroke involves reperfusion by thrombolysis induced by intravenous injection of recombinant tissue plasminogen activator within 4.5 hours of ischemia onset ([@B2]). Mechanical clot retrieval has been shown to extend the treatment window to 6 hours in patients with stroke ([@B3]). There remains an urgent need to both develop new neuroprotective strategies that preserve tissue viability following ischemic stroke and further lengthen the treatment window during which patients can hope to receive successful treatment ([@B4]).

Experimental work on the flow thresholds of brain tissue showed the existence of the following 2 critical levels of decreased perfusion ([@B5], [@B6]): a level representing the flow threshold for reversible neuronal failure and a lower threshold below which irreversible morphological damage, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) depletion, and ultimately necrotic cell death occur. The tissue experiencing perfusion at rates between these limits is called the "ischemic penumbra," and it is characterized by the potential for functional recovery without morphological damage, provided that local blood flow can be reestablished within a certain time window ([@B6]). Biochemically, the penumbra is defined by high rates of glucose extraction and anaerobic glycolysis ([@B7], [@B8]), which generate lactate and small amounts of ATP that enable basic neuronal "housekeeping" functions temporarily (such as axonal transport, biosynthetic processes, and other functions not directly related to action potentials). The penumbra progressively experiences irreversible damage at a rate inversely proportional to residual blood flow, and within ∼8--24 hours, it will be converted into a necrotic core unless reperfusion therapy is performed ([@B6]).

Therapy for a patient with ischemic stroke critically depends on the presence of a penumbra, as the penumbra is the only damaged tissue with potential to be rescued to restore cerebral function. Neuroimaging techniques that can be applied in the clinic to rapidly assess the penumbra are essential to guide treatment decisions and develop new therapies ([@B6], [@B9]). The combination of perfusion and diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has emerged as one candidate ([@B10]); however, the MRI perfusion--diffusion mismatch tends to overestimate the penumbra size ([@B11], [@B12]). The inaccuracy of this marker may have had a role in the failures of numerous reperfusion and neuroprotective therapies at the clinical trial stage ([@B13], [@B14]).

A primary characteristic distinguishing penumbra from healthy tissue and necrotic core is elevated lactate production and concomitant acidosis due to the penumbra\'s reliance on anaerobic glycolysis for energy production ([@B7], [@B15]--[@B17]). Furthermore, increased lactate concentration in the penumbra is a well-established biomarker of tissue destruction ([@B6]--[@B8], [@B15]--[@B18]), with numerous studies suggesting that lactate concentrations exceeding 15 mmol/kg predict the development of irreversible tissue damage ([@B15], [@B17]). The increased signal-to-noise ratio inherent to an emerging imaging technique, that is, MRI using hyperpolarized ^13^C-labeled contrast media, implies that, for the first time, noninvasive imaging of lactate levels may be possible in patients within a clinically relevant scan time ([@B19]--[@B22]). In the heart, liver, kidney and also in tumor tissue, hyperpolarized ^13^C magnetic resonance (MR) methods showed sensitivity to pathologically elevated lactate production ([@B20], [@B22]--[@B26]), upon infusion of the tracer hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate. Furthermore, although pyruvate uptake is limited by the blood--brain barrier (BBB) ([@B27]), sufficient \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate has been shown to reach the cerebral tissue via the saturable monocarboxylate transporters (MCT1 and MCT2) and nonsaturable processes to enable metabolic imaging of the organ ([@B28], [@B29]). Imaging of the metabolic fate of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate could effectively assess the penumbra noninvasively, to report on the penumbra volume and to predict risk of irreversible damage before reperfusion, via detection of \[1-^13^C\]lactate distribution and signal intensity.

The aim of this study is to provide a proof-of-concept that hyperpolarized ^13^C MRI can delineate the penumbra in patients with ischemic stroke on the basis of imaging-localized \[1-^13^C\]lactate production. Our results achieved this aim, and, in addition, showed the surprising results that hyperpolarized MRI with \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate can inform upon regional, independent alterations to perfusion and cellular uptake. The work will provide the foundation for studies using hyperpolarized ^13^C MRI to guide management of patients with stroke and facilitate the validation of new clinical therapies.

Methods and Materials {#sec2}
=====================

In this study, 8-week-old male Sprague--Dawley rats (n = 6; weight, 350--410 g) were used. This study complied with the guidelines for use and care of laboratory animals and was approved by the Danish Inspectorate of Animal Experiments (2012-15-2934-00581).

Animal Handling {#sec2-1}
---------------

Before surgery, all the rats were housed under a 12:12 light:dark cycle with free access to water and rodent chow. The animals were anesthetized initially with 3% sevoflurane in 2 L/min air. The animals underwent the following surgical procedure that used endothelin-1 (ET-1) dissolved in sterile saline, as previously described ([@B30], [@B31]). Throughout the procedure, their temperature was maintained between 36.5°C and 37.5°C using a heating blanket.

In brief, animals were placed in a stereotaxic apparatus, a midline incision was made, and small burr holes were drilled at the coordinates given below. Every rat was given 2 cortical injections of 400 pmol ET-1 each, in a volume of 2 μL for each injection, using a 10-μL Hamilton Syringe. The stereotaxic coordinates for the first injection were anteroposterior, 0.0 mm; mediolateral, −2.5 mm; and dorsoventral, −2.3 mm; for the second injection, the stereotaxic coordinates were anteroposterior, +2.3 mm, mediolateral, −2.5 mm, and dorsoventral −2.3 mm. All stereotaxic measurements are relative to bregma, with depth determined from the skull surface. The incision was closed with nylon suture, and each rat was placed in a warm, dry recovery area with free, easy access to soft food and water.

Eighteen hours after induction of the ET-1 stroke, each rat was anesthetized once again and a tail vein catheterization was performed. Each rat was placed in a 3 T preclinical MR system (GE Healthcare, Brøndby, DK) equipped with a dual-tuned ^1^H/^13^C volume transmit--receive rat radiofrequency coil (GE Healthcare, Waukesha).

Hyperpolarization {#sec2-2}
-----------------

One hundred and twenty seven mg of \[1-^13^C\]pyruvic acid mixed with 15mM of the electron source AH111501 was polarized in a 5 T SPINLab (GE Healthcare, Brøndby, DK) to a reproducible polarization level of \>40%, with a final concentration of 125mM. The hyperpolarized sample was manually transferred to the MR system in \<30 seconds and injected in 15 seconds on average.

MRI Data Acquisition {#sec2-3}
--------------------

An axial and coronal T2-weighted fast spin echo sequence was performed to scout for the hyperpolarized scan and to identify the stroke area. The sequence parameters include field of view = 80 × 80 mm^2^, number of points = 320 × 320 (interpolated to 512 × 512), averages = 16, sections = 20, section thickness covering the brain = 2 mm, echo time = 80 milliseconds, and echo train = 20, with spectral width = 31.25 kHz and repetition time = 6 seconds. ^13^C prescan optimization was performed on a ^13^C-urea phantom (2 M) with an automated Bloch--Siegert phase-shift method to calibrate ^13^C power. An axial section-selective ^13^C IDEAL spiral sequence with a section thickness of 10 mm was used for hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate imaging, acquiring images every 5 seconds initiated 20 seconds after the start of injection. The sequence was run with a flip angle of 10°, 12 echoes (11 IDEAL echoes and 1 initial Free induction decay (FID) acquisition per IDEAL encoding), repetition time/echo time/Δecho time = 100 milliseconds/0.9 milliseconds/0.9 milliseconds, and field of view = 80 × 80 mm^2^.

Image Analysis {#sec2-4}
--------------

Analysis of the hyperpolarized data was performed in vendor-delivered Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) package and transferred to Osirix for region-of-interest analysis.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

^1^H MR images revealed areas of visually apparent hyperintense areas of edema, characteristic of stroke on T2-weighted images, in 6 rats ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The mean area of cerebrum affected by the stroke was 14.0 ± 2.10 mm^2^, measured on the central section through the brain. The success rate of the ET-1 stroke procedure and the variability in resultant infarct size were in line with previous analyses of this method ([@B30]). In the 6 rats showing T2-weighted MRI evidence of ischemic stroke, the metabolic conversions of \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate were assessed, comparing the region assigned as stroke to a remote region on the opposite hemisphere of the brain of comparable area and location.

![Representative ^1^H and ^13^C images acquired from the rodent brain, 18 hours after endothelin-1 (ET-1)-induced stroke. Top row: Cropped ^13^C metabolite images overlaying the ^1^H images. Bottom row: Uncropped ^13^C metabolite images overlaying the ^1^H images. All images are displayed with similar image scaling parameters.](tom0021700870001){#F1}

Initially, to examine the metabolic changes inherent to the penumbra, we examined changes in the \[1-^13^C\]lactate-to-\[1-^13^C\]pyruvate, ^13^C-bicarbonate-to\[1-^13^C\]pyruvate, and \[1-^13^C\]alanine-to-\[1-^13^C\]pyruvate ratios between the stroke and remote regions. This is the most common method of normalizing metabolite signals for differences in tracer polarization and delivery. No alterations were observed in the \[1-^13^C\]lactate-to\[1-^13^C\]pyruvate or in the ^13^C-bicarbonate-to-\[1-^13^C\]pyruvate ratios, whereas the \[1-^13^C\]alanine-to-\[1-^13^C\]pyruvate ratio significantly reduced ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, as altered perfusion during ischemia and reperfusion is a hallmark of stroke, we assessed whether the \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate delivery and uptake by cerebral tissue was altered (which could have masked the biochemical changes inherent to the penumbra) and performed additional analyses of our data.

![Production of each metabolic derivative of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate, normalized to hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate signal. This data normalization method is most commonly used to account for differences in polarization and tracer delivery in the literature.](tom0021700870002){#F2}

Hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate delivery was significantly elevated compared with the remote region, by an average of 27% ± 2.9% ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the overall amount of \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate metabolism, represented by the sum of the metabolic derivatives, namely, \[1-^13^C\]lactate, \[1-^13^C\]alanine, and ^13^C-bicarbonate signal, also increased in the area of stroke (by 18% ± 1.7%, henceforth referred to as "ΣAUC~d~," a sum of area under the curve). The relative amounts by which the ΣAUC~d~ signal and infused \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate signal increased displayed no relation with one another following regression analysis, suggesting that ΣAUC~d~ was uncoupled from bulk \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate delivery to the region affected by transient ischemia ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; *R*^2^ = .005).

![Hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate delivery and uptake are altered independently between remote region and the penumbra. Absolute signals measured from \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate itself, and ΣAUC~d~, on magnetic resonance (MR) images (A). Because all measurements were made simultaneously in symmetrical regions of the brain, there is no need to account for differences in polarization or dosing. *Interaction term*: remote-to-penumbra × normalization, *P* = .01. Although both parameters were increased in the penumbra, the relative increase in the \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate signal showed no relationship with the relative increase in the ΣAUC~d~ (B). This suggests that a separate mechanism was responsible for the increase in the ΣAUC~d~, independent of the increase in the local tracer.](tom0021700870003){#F3}

To interpret the surprising result that \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate delivery did not influence ΣAUC~d~, we considered the extensive experimental literature examining pyruvate uptake and metabolism in the cerebral tissue. In the healthy brain, the rate of pyruvate metabolism is uptake-limited by the presence of the BBB ([@B27], [@B32]). Pyruvate is taken up across the BBB via either MCT1 or MCT2 ([@B33]), or slow, unsaturable diffusion processes ([@B27], [@B32]). Previous work modeling hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate uptake into healthy brain concluded that tracer transport through the BBB was 30- to 100-fold slower than its lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)-mediated conversion to \[1-^13^C\]lactate, and, therefore, virtually all \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate MR signals were localized in the extracellular space, with \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate taken up into cells rapidly converted into its metabolic derivatives ([@B29]).

Taken together, these results and our observations suggest that, 1) although \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate delivery to the penumbra appeared to have increased, changes to \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate uptake across the BBB were driven by an independent mechanism(s); 2) the parameter of ΣAUC~d~ best reflected the rate of \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate cellular uptake and thus the amounts of \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate that could access the intracellular enzymes; and 3) practically speaking, because of the likelihood of altered \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate delivery in stroke that may not affect cellular uptake across the rate-limiting BBB, normalizing metabolic data to \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate signal may mask intracellular changes to enzyme activities that reflect pathophysiological status.

Lactate Production is Increased in Ischemic Penumbra {#sec3-1}
----------------------------------------------------

We removed normalization to \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate signal and examined the absolute MR signal measured from each individual metabolite. Absolute \[1-^13^C\]alanine and ^13^C-bicarbonate signals remained unchanged between the 2 regions. \[1-^13^C\]lactate signal was increased by 33% ± 7.9% in the penumbra. We then isolated the intracellular changes to enzymatic activity by normalizing the production of each metabolic derivative by the parameter of ΣAUC~d~ (as described above).

As shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the conversion of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate to \[1-^13^C\]lactate increased by 16% in the penumbra (56% ± 1% of ΣAUC~d~ in the remote region and 65% ± 3% in the penumbra). This alteration was largely compensated for by reduced \[1-^13^C\]alanine production (25% ± 1% of ΣAUC~d~ was converted to alanine in the remote region, yet only 19% ± 2% in the penumbra; *P* = .056). The conversion of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate to ^13^C-bicarbonate by the mitochondrial Pyruvate dehydrogenase enzyme complex (PDC) remained unaffected.

![Production of each metabolic derivative of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate, normalized to the parameter of ΣAUC~d~, which best reflects tracer uptake across the blood--brain barrier (BBB).](tom0021700870004){#F4}

Can Hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]Pyruvate Offer a "One-Stop Shop" to Report on Hemodynamics, BBB, and/or Enzyme Kinetics in Ischemic Stroke? {#sec3-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The aim of this study to provide a proof-of-concept that hyperpolarized MRI using \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate can detect the metabolic reprogramming characteristic of ischemic penumbra ([@B6]--[@B8], [@B15]--[@B18]) was accomplished. Following infusion of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate and spectroscopic image acquisition, we observed a significant 33% increase in absolute \[1-^13^C\]lactate signal in the penumbra compared with that in a remote region. However, to interpret our enzymatic data, it was also essential to analyze alterations in tracer delivery and uptake. The alteration to \[1-^13^C\]lactate production was obscured when routine normalization to absolute \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate signal was performed. Upon normalization to cerebral tissue \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate uptake (here ΣAUC~d~), we observed a 16% increase in penumbral \[1-^13^C\]lactate production. Thus, it seems likely that approximately half of increased \[1-^13^C\]lactate signal reflected LDH-mediated \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate/\[1-^13^C\]lactate exchange because of increased LDH activity and/or intracellular lactate ([@B20]). The other half of \[1-^13^C\]lactate signal may have simply reflected increased substrate provision to intracellular LDH.

Beyond providing a proof-of-concept, our results raise a number of questions regarding cerebral hyperpolarized tracer delivery and uptake whose answers will be essential to interpret metabolic imaging data in patients with stroke. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic illustration of the physiological processes hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate must experience between its point of infusion and its ultimate metabolic conversion into \[1-^13^C\]lactate, which as follows: (1) delivery by blood flow/perfusion; (2) uptake across the BBB; and (3) enzymatic conversion. Our intention is that this illustration will assist in optimizing future investigations assessing metabolism following stroke in translational models, as all 3 of these parameters can change over time and each can predict patient outcomes.

![An illustration describing our proposed paradigm for the capacity of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate to independently assess perfusion, tracer uptake across the BBB (possibly mediated by the monocarboxylate transporters \[MCTs\]), and metabolic reprogramming in a single experiment. The relative weights of each process between remote and penumbra regions are based upon the results we observed in this study, 18 hours following an ET-1-induced ischemic stroke. However, in stroke, all 3 parameters change over time, with each having the ability to predict patient outcomes. Assessing each parameter is essential for interpreting metabolic imaging data.](tom0021700870005){#F5}

The first step, of course, is delivery of the tracer by bulk blood flow and perfusion to the brain and particularly the penumbra. Recognizing reduced perfusion is critical for stroke diagnosis, and its rapid restoration is fundamental for treatment. Paradoxically, hyperemia in border zones and following reperfusion is also a well-known phenomenon, although the etiology and prognostic implications are unclear ([@B34], [@B35]). In this study, hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate MRI detected hyperemia 18 hours following ET-1-induced ischemic stroke. In future, correlating hyperpolarized results with quantitative perfusion imaging methods, such as arterial spin labeling or first-pass gadolinium-enhanced MRI, will be essential for characterizing metabolic tracer delivery to the region of interest, and perhaps to validate the use of hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate itself for reporting on regional perfusion in the brain.

\[1-^13^C\]pyruvate cellular uptake and thus ΣAUC~d~ could increase in the penumbra because of BBB disruption, increased MCT expression, or a combination of both. Gadolinium-enhanced fluid-attenuated inversion recovery images (acquired several hours after gadolinium infusion) have indicated that one-third of patients with stroke experience BBB disruption within 24 hours of ischemic stroke, and that this finding of "hyperintense acute reperfusion" in patients with stroke indicated a higher risk of hemorrhagic transformation and worse clinical outcome ([@B36], [@B37]). Studies performed in rodent stroke models suggested acutely increased expression of MCT1 and MCT2, starting as early as 1 hour after occlusion ([@B38], [@B39]), indicating that saturable MCT-mediated pyruvate uptake may well have been increased at our 18 hour time point. Future experimental studies would benefit from examining ΣAUC~d~ alongside spatiotemporal alterations in MCT isoform expression and in vivo Michaelis--Menten-type activity ([@B40]).

Correlation of \[1-^13^C\]lactate production with the absolute concentrations of intracellular lactate, as well as rates at which irreversible tissue damage occurs, will be essential to determine if hyperpolarized \[1-^13^C\]lactate imaging can predict the evolution of an ischemic lesion. In theory, the volume of tissue producing more \[1-^13^C\]lactate because of LDH-mediated exchange should indicate the volume of penumbra, whereas the intensity of LDH-mediated \[1-^13^C\]lactate production may indicate the regional severity of the occlusion; thus, the treatment window is important, during which reperfusion should be performed. These advances will be facilitated by using imaging methods described here in large, translational animal models of stroke, where increased relative spatial resolution is possible.

Its important to note that this study was performed solely with standard ^1^H--T2-weighted imaging in combination with hyperpolarized ^13^C MR. This imaging-focused approach limits the interpretation of the results. Further studies using advanced ^1^H imaging methods for hemodynamic and diffusion changes associated with stroke, alongside biochemical assays to quantify the metabolic alterations, are needed to elucidate the exact mechanisms.

Clinical Significance {#sec3-3}
---------------------

There is an urgent need in the neuroimaging community to validate a noninvasive marker for evaluation of ischemic penumbra, to guide reperfusion decisions, and to accurately select patients for clinical trials of neuroprotective drugs and delayed reperfusion strategies ([@B6]). By targeting the aberrant increase in tissue lactate levels that distinguishes penumbra from necrotic core and remote tissue, hyperpolarized ^13^C MRI with \[1-^13^C\]pyruvate shows potential to rapidly and noninvasively characterize both the size and stability of ischemic penumbra following stroke.

This study also opens the possibility of using other hyperpolarized tracers to identify viable and nonviable tissue following ischemic stroke. Experimentally, assessment of ATP levels and pH is considered as the most reliable invasive measurement for necrotic core and penumbra ([@B6], [@B9], [@B15]--[@B18]): the volume of tissue acidosis indicates the outer border of ischemic penumbra, and the inner region of ATP depletion below a certain level is indicative of the necrotic core. Hyperpolarized ^13^C MRI can noninvasively detect both of these metabolic changes. Hyperpolarized ^13^C-fumarate offers a positive contrast marker for necrosis via its conversion to ^13^C-malate in the presence of cell membrane rupture only ([@B41]), and ^13^C-malate production correlates with ATP depletion following myocardial infarction ([@B42]). Moreover, hyperpolarized ^13^C-bicarbonate equilibrates with ([@B13]) CO~2~ in the extracellular space in a pH-dependent manner, and imaging their ratio yields a measurement of pH ([@B43]). One can envision a combined imaging approach, in which the volume of a ^13^C-malate image, indicative of necrosis, is subtracted from the outer boundary of a pH ([@B9]) or \[1-^13^C\]lactate image to provide a positive contrast imaging for the necrotic core and ischemic penumbra.

The imaging methods commonly used to assess stroke often require multiple scans to individually assess the physiological status of tissue experiencing heterogeneous perfusion conditions (ie, positron emission tomography perfusion--metabolism mismatch studies, MR perfusion--diffusion mismatch). The time required for multiple scans can be prohibitive in patients with stroke who must always be treated as quickly as possible. Cunningham et al. have reported that a hyperpolarized ^13^C pyruvate scan adds 10 minutes to the duration of a routine clinical MRI assessment ([@B44]), suggesting that the technology could be implemented to acquire images following stroke within the limited treatment window. In future, the potential for a single technique---hyperpolarized ^13^C MRI---to rapidly and noninvasively assess multiple aspects of cerebral physiology could be crucial for ensuring a comprehensive assessment of the penumbra.
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